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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

AS WE STATED IN THE ORIGINAL MOVEMENT 
PREPARATION INTRODUCTION, CONTRARY 
TO ITS POPULAR USE IN THE FITNESS REALM, 
IN THE ACTIVATION PHASE WE DO NOT LOOK 
TO “FIX” IMBALANCES OR “SWITCH ON “ 
INHIBITED MUSCLES.
It’s simply a chance to help build the mind 
muscle connection, improve movement, 
provide some prehabilitation volume 
and prepare some of the underutilised 
musculatures, typically in the hip and 
shoulder girdle, often focusing on joint 
stability and potentially reducing  
protective tension. 

To get the most out of these exercises a 
sound anatomy knowledge will once again 
be required by you, the trainer, if you are to 
understand the goal of each exercise and 
apply it appropriately. There is little place for 
haphazardly selecting exercises for clients 
because they look or sound good. We look 
to work proximally to distally focusing on 
moving well and moving often, before 
moving under external resistance. 

Although part of the movement 
preparation series, these exercises can be 
utilised in a myriad of ways including fillers, 
rest periods, tri-sets to improve movement 

vocabulary or as homework drills to help 
provide some extra volume.  If implemented 
properly these exercises can become a 
valuable tool in the trainer’s toolbox (just 
make sure they don’t become THE toolbox).

A final point I’d like to stress is the 
exercise categorisation. Whilst we have 
divided (and further subdivided) the 
document into upper, lower and core many 
of these exercises could be placed in two or 
three categories. Unless otherwise merited, 
our goal should be to create as much bang 
for our proverbial buck when it comes to 
activation drills (and all exercises for  
that matter). 

Put simply we are looking to do the most 
with the least. After all, we are personal 
trainers, not corrective trainers. 

ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

INTRODUCTION

Click the play button to watch the introduction 

https://vimeo.com/183856349/d06dc08b95
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UPPER
LIFT THE BAR
ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
EDPR

1. Alternate between A and B for 6-10 reps of each drill before moving onto the next 

2. Elevate: Think about pulling from the acromion process and elevating the entire shoulder 
girdle. Pull the shoulders towards the ears without pinching inwards.

3. Depress: Turn the thumbs out and force the hands down “put your hands into  
your pockets” 

4. Protract: Keeping the shoulders down drive the shoulders forward, trying to squeeze the 
anterior shoulders together whilst placing the back of the hands together 

5. Retract: Squeeze the shoulder blades back as far as possible. As you do externally rotate 
the shoulders 

6. Maintain neutral spine and neck posture throughout 

SCAPULA CIRCLES
1. Stand in a hip width stance

2. Irradiate, creating tension throughout the body except the shoulder

3. Using a single shoulder to start, look to draw ever bigger circles with the scapula, 
working through a combination of elevation, depression, protraction and retraction

4. This can be done with varrying amount of tension

QUADRUPED SCAPULA CIRCLES
1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and the hands under  

the shoulders

2. Pin the ribs to the hips and lock out the elbows. If clients are hypermobile ensure the 
remain active throughout with the bicep

3. Moving only from the scapula draw large circles to combine protraction, depression. 
retraction and elevation

4. Ensure you perform in both directions

1.1 PATTERNING

https://vimeo.com/189750510/f81f981bcd
https://vimeo.com/189750712/538012c934
https://vimeo.com/189754183/a61750622e
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS
321

EXERCISE COACHING POINT

PRONE SCAPULA CIRCLES
1. Set up in a press up position with the hands under the shoulders. “Gut, butt and  

thigh on”

2. Pin the ribs to the hips and lock out the elbows. If clients are hypermobile ensure the 
remain active throughout with the bicep

3. Moving only from the scapula draw large circles to combine protraction, depression. 
retraction and elevation

4. Ensure to perform in both directions

5. Taking the knees off the floor increases the load on the scapula muscles however this 
may be too advanced for many clients to start

1.1 PATTERNING
CONTINUEDUPPER

https://vimeo.com/189754264/5146265aaa
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SETTING UP FOR RAISES

When implementing your raise exercises the set up can be key to ensuring the exercises 
ability to drive the desired outcome. Watch this short video to understand more

Y RAISE
1. Set up  supine on a 45 degree incline bench. Maintain anterior core tightness to prevent 

lumbar extension “head in line with spine”

2. Keeping the arms straight raise the hands until they are in line with the head, forming a  
Y shape

3. Encourage clients to “reach long” helping to reduce lat involvement. Cue “reach long” 
with the hands then up with the scaps. Watch for pure retraction

4. The arms should be at  a 135 degree angle with the thumbs facing up. Hold at the top for 
a second “pause for the picture”

5. This is a scapula movement (lower traps) not a deltoid movement

6. To progress perform with a horizontal torso or remove support and perform in a hip 
hinge or add weight 

7. Alternatively a stability ball can be used to allow a more neutral spine or PPT to prevent 
lumbar extension

T RAISE
1. Set up  supine on a 45 degree incline bench. Maintain anterior core tightness to prevent 

lumbar extension “head in line with spine”

2. From a  position of shoulder protraction extend the arms to make a 90 degree angle with 
the body, palms facing down

3. Initiate by retracting the shoulder blades “touch them behind you”.  Hold at the top for a 
second “pause for the picture”.

4. Look to avoid scapula depression to allow maximal rhomboid recruitment 

5. This is a scapula movement (mid traps) not a deltoid movement

6. To progress perform with a horizontal torso or remove support and perform in a hip 
hinge or add weight 

7. Alternatively a stability ball can be used to allow a more neutral spine or PPT to prevent 
lumbar extension

UPPER 1.2 RETRACTION

https://vimeo.com/183856356/fc030f92b4
https://vimeo.com/183856348/226961a38c
https://vimeo.com/183856354/22f3ba1b28
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
W RAISE 
PIVOT PRONE

1. Set up  supine on a 45 degree incline bench. Maintain anterior core tightness to prevent 
lumbar extension “head in line with spine”

2. Flex the arms to 90 degrees with the upper arms vertical and the thumbs pointing 
upwards or in a pronated position

3. Retract the scapula and externally rotate the arm. Hold at the top for a second “pause for 
the picture”

4. To progress perform with a horizontal torso or remove support and perform in a hip hinge 
or add weight 

5. Alternatively a stability ball can be used to allow a more neutral spine or PPT to prevent 
lumbar extension

L RAISE
1. Set up  supine on a 45 degree incline bench. Maintain anterior core tightness to prevent 

lumbar extension “head in line with spine”

2. Start with some thoracic flexion and the arms vertical

3. Initiate by extending the thoracic spine and simultaneously rowing the  arms “elbows to 
sky”. The arms should be held horizontal to the floor with a 90 degree bend in the elbow, 
forming a straight line from elbow to elbow make a “L”. Palms pronated 

4. Keeping the humerus in place externally rotate the shoulder to raise the hands. Clients 
should think of the humerus as a chicken or kebab rotating at this point

5. Reverse the movement back to the start position

6. To progress perform with a horizontal torso or remove support and perform in a hip 
hinge or add weight 

7. Alternatively a stability ball can be used to allow a more neutral spine or PPT to prevent 
lumbar extension

O RAISE
1. More advanced exercise performed from a 45 degree hip hinge position

2. Brace, pinning the ribs to the hips and hinge to 45 degrees

3. Keeping a neutral head and spine posture  “ make a double chin”, flex the arms overhead 
with the thumbs up

4. In an arc like manner draw the hands around towards the back whilst internally rotating 
the shoulder so the palms are facing to the sky

5. Reach back to the start position, externally rotating the shoulder and getting the biceps 
inline with the ear.

6. This provides good scapula upward rotation, some internal and external rotation as well 
as posterior tipping

1.2 RETRACTION
CONTINUEDUPPER

321

https://vimeo.com/183856350/1d6af34fdd
https://vimeo.com/183856351/a5ca132f23
https://vimeo.com/183856347/7028b057d6
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PRONE TRAP RAISE

1. Lie prone on a bench or the floor

2. Place the hands on top of each other underneath the forehead. This reduces the length of 
the lever compared to the prone trap raise 2, thus pregressing it

3. You are looking for a line of roughly 135 degrees between the elbow and the scapula 

4. From that position the aim to squeeze the shoulders together coupled with some posterior 
tilt to activate the lower traps. The humerus does not actively move

5. Watch out for compensations with a forward head posture or lumbar extension

PRONE TRAP RAISE 2 
SKYDIVER

1. Lie prone on a bench or the floor

2. Place the one the floor with the upper arm making a 90 degree angle to the body

3. From that position aim to squeeze the shoulders together coupled with some posterior 
tilt to activate the lower traps, raising the hands off the floor

4. Watch out for compensations with a forward head posture,  lumbar extension or allowing 
the elbows to drop lower than 90 degrees to the body

PRONE SUPERMAN
1. Lying prone on the floor extend the hands overhead

2. ”Ribs pinned to hips”, “make a double chin” to keep the head in line with the spine

3. Pull the elbows down towards the midline and squeeze the shoulder blades together and 
down (hard as you can)

4. Hold for 5 seconds before repeating

5. Ensure the fist is above the elbow to posteriorly tilt the scapula

6. To pregress perform on a 45 degree bench if client is struggling to reduce the  
moment arm

1.2 RETRACTION
CONTINUEDUPPER

https://vimeo.com/189169017/6c7b48c504
https://vimeo.com/191463191/e848d28b74
https://vimeo.com/190622203/dcf65baffd
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
WEIGHTED PRONE SUPERMAN

1. Lying prone on the floor extend the hands overhead

2. ”Ribs pinned to hips”, “make a double chin” to keep the head in line with the spine

3. Pull the elbows down towards the midline and squeeze the shoulder blades together and 
down (hard as you can)

4. Hold for 5 seconds before repeating

5. Ensure the fist is above the elbow to posteriorly tilt the scapula

6. To pregress perform on a 45 degree bench if client is struggling to reduce the  
moment arm

PRONE DOWEL PRESS
1. Lying prone on the floor extend the hands overhead with an overhand grip

2. ”Ribs pinned to hips”, “make a double chin” to keep the head in line with the spine

3. Pull the elbows down towards the midline and squeeze the shoulder blades together and 
down (hard as you can). The dowel should be behid the head

4. Hold before pressing the dowel back away from the body and above the plates on  
the floor

5.  To progress weight the dowel or increase the height of the plates

1.2 RETRACTION
CONTINUEDUPPER

321

https://vimeo.com/190633001/3b1604f2d7
https://vimeo.com/190633288/c6dde5e750
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1.3 DEPRESSION
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
STRAIGHT ARM DIPS

1. From a dip bar press yourself up until the arms are locked out

2. Keeping the arms straight lower the body from the scapula. Do not let the arms bend

3. Drive the shoulders away from the ears to depress the scapula. Hold for a second  
before repeating

4. Ensure gut, butt and thigh are “on”

5. To pregress place feet on the floor to reduce the load and the hands on boxes or benches

HANGING SCAP DEPRESSION
1. Take hold of a bar with a prone grip

2. Take the bodyweight onto the hands, pinning the ribs to the hips

3. Pull the scapular down “into your back pockets”

4. Hold for a second before lowering back down under control and repeating

5. To pregress lower the bar and support bodyweight with feet or simply hang actively. 
Alternatively a lat pull  down can be used

6. To progress increase reps or move to a single arm variation

HANGING SCAPULA CIRCLES
1. Take a shoulder width grip on a pull-up bar

2. Pin the ribs to the hips and allow the arms to take the weight of the body

3. Moving only from the scapula joint draw circles to combine protraction, elevation, 
retraction and depression

4. This progresses on from the press-up position due to the increased load and different 
force vector as the body now works from a vertical not horizontal position

5. To pregress place the feet on the floor to unload bodyweight 

UPPER
321

https://vimeo.com/190716701/c4d5321031
https://vimeo.com/190714722/a7998d2ff3
https://vimeo.com/190714824/7812cbb9a9
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
WALL SLIDE

1. Set up facing a wall  in a split stance with a neutral posture from hips to head

2. Hands on the wall (neutral) with the elbows below the shoulder. Ensure the anterior core 
is engaged. Inhale, filling up the upper back “round”

3. Actively “reach” protracting the scaps, pushing yourself away from the wall. If someone is 
extending from the elbow ask the them to “round” the upper back to promote protraction. 
Ask the client to fill your hand as they do

4. To aid the upward rotation help them to move the inferior angle of the scapula on  
the ribcage

5. At the top you can use a lift off to activate the lower traps

6. Some individuals may find  greater protraction with a foamroaller or valslide  
(forearm only)

7. Remember to encourage the client to “reach, round and rotate”

8. If they have a depressed shoulder girdle (sloped shoulders) we may encourage a shrug at 
the top

9. This exercise can be performed unilaterally if the client is looking to improve one side

WALL SLIDES AT 135 DEGREES
1. Face the wall

2. Take a split Stance

3. Neutral spine position, chin tucked, straight line from hips to head

4. Place the forearms on the wall

5. Bring the arms up so they form a 135 degree angle

6. Once extended retract the shoulder blades and reverse

7. Remember to encourage the client to “reach, round and rotate”

WALL WALK
1. Place a red mini band around the wrists (double wrap if needed)

2. Maintain tension on the band by pulling the hands apart (Iso hold)

3. From a staggered stance reach into the wall for serratus work

4.  Using a zig zag motion and maintaining tension on the band walk the hands up and 
down the wall changing hand position as required

UPPER 1.4 UPWARD ROTATION/PROTRACTION

https://vimeo.com/191481174/f9237c9c81
https://vimeo.com/189654391/f85d1c2e35
https://vimeo.com/191464455/408cb51d4b
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PUSH UP PLUS 
QUADRUPED

1. Start in a quadruped position

2. Arms remain locked throughout

3. Maintaining a neutral spine with good anterior core tightness, allow the chest to sink 
towards the floor bringing the shoulder blades together

4. From this bottom position “reach long” press the hands into the floor and protract the 
shoulder blades

5.  Hold for 2-5 seconds before repeating

6.  To progress lift the knees off the floor and perform from a press up position

SINGLE ARM PUSH UP PLUS
1. Set up in a quadruped position with the knees under the hips and one hand raised on a 

weight plate

2. Keeping the arms locked protract hard with the elevated hand to raise the non supported 
arm off the floor

3. Hold for a second before lowering back to the floor

4. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions before changing sides

1.4 UPWARD ROTATION/PROTRACTION
CONTINUEDUPPER

321

https://vimeo.com/189657082/0441ca9e1b
https://vimeo.com/189657955/8648a2b132
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
WALL ANGEL

1. Set up with your back to the wall with the heels approximately 6 inches from the wall

2. Flatten the back out on the wall (neutral)

3. Get the head to the wall by making a double chin

4. Flexing the elbows to 90 degrees and keeping the wrist stacked over the elbow place the 
posterior shoulder, elbow and back of the hand flat against the wall. The retraction helps 
inhibit the pec minor and the external rotation the sub scap

5. Extend the arms overhead keeping the entire arm in contact with the wall. Ensure the ribs 
remain down

6. Slide the hands up and down in a press motion

7. To Progress this exercise can be done in a deep squat

WALL ANGEL PREGRESSION
1. Lie in a supine position with the feet flat on the floor

2. Bracing the core extend the hips into a glute bridge. There should be a straight line from 
the knee to the hip and shoulder

3. Place the back of the hands, elbow and shoulders on floor. This should have the client set 
up in a “rugby post” position

4. Keeping the hips extended and pressing into the ground slide the hands along the floor 
until they extend overhead

5. Return the arms before repeating for the desired number of repetitions

1.4 UPWARD ROTATION/PROTRACTION
CONTINUEDUPPER

https://vimeo.com/189656834/07124b64be
https://vimeo.com/189655938/30058e318a
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
BACK TO WALL SHOULDER FLEXION  
SCAPTION

1. Set up with the feet approximately 6 inches from the wall. The closer to the wall the client 
sets up  the harder it is

2. Flatten the back out on the wall (neutral)

3. Get the head to the wall by making a double chin

4. From this position with a neutral hand flex the shoulders and touch the thumbs against 
the wall

5. At the top exhale, allowing the rib cage to depress

6. Note tight lats or protracted shoulders may hinder this. To pregress take the feet further 
away from the wall and when the end range of shoulder flexion is reached bend the 
elbows to touch the thumbs.  This should be worked on over time

7. To pregress use the thumbs to reduce the ROM

8. To progress come straight up

9. It’s important to look at the starting position of the scapula to decide which cue to  give i.e. 
are they in elevation or retraction

10. This exercise can also be used as an overhead clearing test

PRONE ‘WALL SLIDE’
1. Set up in a kneeling position with the forearms on a foam roller

2. Brace the core pinning the ribs to the hips

3. With the thumbs facing up “reach, round and rotate” pressing the roller away. Ensure 
anterior core tightness is maintained and not substituted for lumbar extension

4. Ensure the client continues to drive the forearms into the roller as they draw the hands 
back in

TRX SERRATUS SLIDE
1. Place the forearms in the TRX straps

2. Create full body tension “head to heel body of steel”

3. Protract hard “reach”

4. Maintainig protraction, press the straps away (like a wall slide) giving a full exhale

5. Ensure lumbo-pelvic control and anterior core tightness are maintained

1.4 UPWARD ROTATION/PROTRACTION
CONTINUEDUPPER

321

https://vimeo.com/191481603/a54bc91b9e
https://vimeo.com/189655694/88b1b511f0
https://vimeo.com/191481664/3b9e37a10d
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SIDE LYING EXTERNAL ROTATION

1. Lie in a 90:90 position with the head supported by an arm or towel

2. Using a light weight externally rotate the arm “like a hog roast”

3. Some may find elevating the elbow with a pad or towel helps to keep the 
 humerus centrated

CABLE EXTERNAL ROTATION  
AT 90 DEGREES

1. Take hold of the cable with arm the  parallel to the floor

2. Rotate the body to the working side, flexing to 90 degrees at the elbow to work in the 
scapula plane

3. Externally rotate the shoulder 

4. Think of a rod from elbow to shoulder we are rotating round “like a hog roast”.  We are 
looking for  the humeral head to rotate on the glenoid fossa

5. A band can be used to replace the cable but will need to be a very light band to 
compensate for the increased band tension at end range

6. This exercise can also be performed in the half kneeling position

SUPINE EXTERNAL ROTATION
1. Lie supine, flat back posture “ribs to hips” and slight posterior tilt. If they struggle to 

maintain a flat back place the feet on the floor and cue the ribs down with the non 
working arm

2. Support the arm with a towel or half roller helping the shoulder sit in the socket (elbow 
slightly raised)

3. Take the non target hand and place it on the shoulder to feel the ball of the humerus does 
not slide forward

4. The target arm should be  in a 90:90 position “high 5” or “Bench Press position”

5. Take the hand back always checking the ball doesn’t slide forward

6. Hold at the top for a second before returning smoothly back to the start position

7. Once the client has mastered the movement it can be incorporated into a number of 
other moves such as a glute bridge

UPPER 1.5 EXTERNAL ROTATION

https://vimeo.com/190871028/a5686cb72a
https://vimeo.com/190873238/cfdad3e812
https://vimeo.com/190633680/9c4cfe118f
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
ELBOW SUPPORTED EXTERNAL 
ROTATION

1. Sit adjacent to a bench and place the humerus on the bench

2. Arm horizontally  abducted to 90 degrees with non working arm acting as a tactile cue 
capping the working shoulder

3. Double chin head posture, straight-line from the head to the hips,  rotating the ball on the 
golf tee or “hog roast”

4. If the client has good mobility light weights can be used to increase the resistance

5. Use a slow and controlled tempo

90:90 INTERNAL / EXTERNAL 
ROTATION

1. Set up with the feet approximately 6 inches from the wall

2. Flatten the back out on the wall (neutral)

3. Get the head to the wall by making a double chin

4. Flexing the elbows to 90 degrees and keeping the wrist stacked over the elbow place the 
posterior shoulder, elbow and back of the hand flat against the wall. Elbows should be 
just below the wrists

5. Imagine a rod between the shoulder and elbow from which your arm will rotate 

6. Try to touch the hands to the wall without moving the head of the humerus forward

7. As a teaching aid this can be done unilaterally with the other hand placed on the 
contralateral shoulder to keep the “ball on the tee”

8. To pregress perform in a supine position to allow gravity to aid external rotation

SCAPULA PLANE 90:90 
INTERNAL / EXTERNAL 

1. Set up with the feet approximately 6 inches from the wall

2. Flatten the back out on the wall (neutral)

3. Get the head to the wall by making a double chin

4. Flexing the elbows and shoulder into to a 90:90 position with the humerus parallel to the 
floor and the elbow pointing anteriorly. Imagine a rod between the shoulder and elbow 
from which your arm will internally and externally rotate 

5. Change arms and repeat

1.5 EXTERNAL ROTATION
CONTINUEDUPPER

321

https://vimeo.com/190871511/cbb4ca86dc
https://vimeo.com/189678597/547bb09ee6
https://vimeo.com/189679712/a286098283
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SUPINE NO MONEY

1. Lie on the floor with you feet flat

2. Flatten the back out on the floor “ribs to hips”

3. Flex the elbows to 90 degrees 

4. Supinate the hands and externally rotate the shoulders. The aim is to touch the floor with 
the thumbs

5. To progress use a band for added resistance

6. This drill is aimed at the external rotators not the scapula retractors. If they are dominating 
perform the exercise in a supine position on a foam roller

STANDING NO MONEY
1. Set up with the feet approximately 6 inches from the wall

2. Flatten the back out on the wall (neutral)

3. Get the head to the wall by making a double chin

4. Flexing the elbows to 90 degrees 

5. Supinate the hands and externally rotate the shoulders. The aim is to touch the wall with 
the thumbs

6. Use a band for added resistance

CUBAN PRESS
1. Take hold of some light DB’s with an overhand grip

2. Perform a drag shrug, keeping the DB’s close to th body

3. Externally rotate the humerus and press overhead

4. An eccentric Y raise can be added

1.5 EXTERNAL ROTATION
CONTINUEDUPPER

https://vimeo.com/189747334/345fef1db9
https://vimeo.com/189681916/74ed87c8b3
https://vimeo.com/190872877/c2de2c20eb


WE DON’T RISE TO THE LEVEL 
OF OUR EXPECTATIONS, WE 

FALL TO THE LEVEL OF  
OUR TRAINING

ARCHILOCHOS
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
BAND PULL APART

1. Take hold of a mini band with an overhand grip at chest height

2. Pin the ribs to the hips to maintain anterior core tightness

3. Pull the band apart ensuring your client doesn’t go into extension or a forward  
head posture

4. This is a glenohumeral exercise working on the rotator cuff and posterior deltoids 
(horizontal abduction), not a scapula retraction drill. If they are retracting ask them to 
protract first “reach” then pull apart

5. To pregress this exercise can be performed lying on a foam roller to provide tactile 
feedback or the half kneeling position

HALF KNEELING PULL APART
1. From a half kneeling position take hold of a mini band with an overhand grip at  

chest height

2. Pin the ribs to the hips to maintain anterior core tightness

3. Pull the band apart ensuring your client doesn’t go into extension or a forward  
head posture

4. This is a glenohumeral exercise working on the rotator cuff and posterior deltoids aka 
horizontal abduction, not a scapula retraction drill. If they are retracting ask them to 
protract first “reach” then pull apart

5.  Initiate the movement at the shoulder joint before finishing with scapula retraction and a 
posterior tilt

MULTI ANGLE PULL APART 
SWORD PULL

1. Set up in a half kneeling position take hold of the mini band vertically with both thumbs 
facing up. The lower arm should be pinned by the hip

2. Pull the upper arm up and away from the waist providing elevation through the scapula 
plane as well as some external rotation. “Reach long” keeping the ribs down

3. Return to the start position before repeating for the desired number of repetitions

4. To work more external rotation start with both hands pronated

UPPER 1.6 POSTERIOR SHOULDER: PULL APARTS

https://vimeo.com/189748171/5b9f75c6ef
https://vimeo.com/189748575/265c6f1516
https://vimeo.com/189749041/cdc0d0f6e7
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
3D PULL APARTS

1. Stand on the mini band (inside hip width) and take an overhand grip

2. ront raise the band to just below shoulder height, ensuring the ribs remain down

3. Then perform a traditional pull apart without the band being pulled down. This now works 
the front, medial and posterior heads of the deltoids

4. Maintain a neutral spine throughout 

1.6 POSTERIOR SHOULDER: PULL APARTS
CONTINUEDUPPER
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https://vimeo.com/189749317/f3db0596a4
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PRONE Y-T-W-L COMPLEX

1. Using a light DB or weight plate (1-3Kg) perform 8-15 reps of each exercise with no rest. 

2. This can be done prone on a bench, using a hip hinge or Swiss ball

3. The Swiss ball can be used to  minimise lumbar extension

4. To increase the time under tension isometrics can be incorporated as shown

STANDING TRI PLANAR
1. Back to Wall Shoulder Flexion

2. Wall Angel

3. 90:90 Internal and External Rotations

4. Scapula Plane Internal and External Rotations

5. Supine No Money

SUPINE TRI PLANAR
1. Back to Wall Shoulder Flexion

2. Wall Angel

3. 90:90 Internal and External Rotations

4. Scapula Plane Internal and External Rotations

5. Standing No Money

FACE PULL
1. Set up a mini band or cable at neck level. Grasp the cable with the thumbs  facing away 

from the body, this allows more external rotation at the shoulder

2. This exercise can be performed in the half kneeling, tall kneeling or standing position

3. Pull the band to the forehead or chin with the goal of keeping the elbows above the 
shoulders to prevent the upper traps or lats taking over

4. Ensure the ribs are pinned down throughout and the client holds a double chin to keep 
the head neutral 

5. Return to the start and protract the shoulders 

UPPER 1.7 COMBINATIONS

https://vimeo.com/190718073/b975ce5b0b
https://vimeo.com/189754621/18552afa40
https://vimeo.com/189159460/f4d0f176be
https://vimeo.com/189755152/37b626061f
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
FACE PULL WITH EXTERNAL ROTATION

1. Set up in  a half kneeling position opposite a  high mini band or cable . Grasp the cable 
with the thumbs  facing the body

2. Pull the band to the forehead, with the goal of keeping the elbows above the shoulders 
to target external rotation “rugby goal posts”. “Touch your ears” will help ensure  
external rotation

3. Ensure the ribs are pinned down throughout and the client holds a double chin to keep 
the head neutral 

4. Return to the start and protract the shoulders   

FACE PULL Y-PRESS
1. Set up with a band at chest height

2. Brace the core “ribs to hips”

3. Taking an overhand grip, with the thumbs pointing to the body, horizontally abduct the 
humerus and externally rotate the shoulder “make rugby posts”

4. In this position the humerus should be parallel to the floor and the wrist stacked over  
the elbow

5. Not allowing the fists to drop forwards press overhead to finish in a “Y” shape

6. Keeping the elbows extended lower down with straight arms into protraction

7. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions

SQUAT WITH Y-PRESS
1. Set up with a pair of crossover bands at shoulder height. Place the hands through the 

bands with thumbs facing the body

2. Press the bands overhead into a “Y”

3. Fighting to keep the scapula posteriorly tilted and hands stacked over the shoulder, squat 
down holding the bands isometrically

4. Perform for the desired number of reps

5. As a progression perform the press from the bottom of the squat in a sotts  
press manner

1.7 COMBINATIONS
CONTINUEDUPPER
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https://vimeo.com/189161372/90c289682c
https://vimeo.com/190620797/f87ca81ec7
https://vimeo.com/190621263/46dbcc77d9
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
RESISTED WALL ANGEL

1. Set up with a double mini band set at chest height

2. Sit on a box or bench to prevent lumber extension or the more advanced clients may 
choose a deep squat position

3. Pinch grip the bands and perform a facepull with external rotation

4. Keeping the elbows and shoulders back press the band overhead

5. Fight to prevent internal rotation and pull the bands apart to activate the upper back

SPIDERMAN WALL WALKS
1. Place a red mini band around the wrists (double wrap if needed)

2. Maintain tension on the band by pulling the hands apart (Iso hold)

3. Using a zig zag motion and maintaining tension on the band walk the hands up and 
down the wall changing hand position as required

PRONE SPIDERMAN WALKS
1. Place a red mini band around the wrists (double rap if needed)

2. Maintain tension on the band by pulling the hands apart (Iso hold)

3. Using a zig zag motion and maintaining tension on the band and in the body “head to 
heel body of steel” walk the hands out and back

BOTTOMS UP KB WORK
1. Creates reactive stability at the shoulder as well as an irradiation effect 

1.7 COMBINATIONS
CONTINUEDUPPER

https://vimeo.com/189758862/1f06f4573b
https://vimeo.com/189747891/394ad5c50a
https://vimeo.com/189747762/a62df0063f
https://vimeo.com/190621623/e268eb6f46
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
EXTERNAL ROTATION RYTHMIC  
STABILISATION

1. Set Up 45 degrees to the cable or stack (scapula plane)

2. Take hold of the band with an overhand grip.

3. Abduct and externally rotate the arm so the humerus is parallell to the floor

4.  The goal is to keep the arm fixed in position

5. Push and pull against the band to provide dynamic or rythmic stabilisation challenges

6. This works the primary role of the rotator cuff that is joint centration, pulling the humeral 
head into the glenoid fossa

7. The same principle of pertubation can be done with a partner or ball against the wall

1.7 COMBINATIONS
CONTINUEDUPPER
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https://vimeo.com/190873629/4a918424d0


YOU WILL ONLY FEEL 
CONFIDENT AND COMPETENT 
IN YOUR TRAINING METHODS 

WHEN YOU UNDERSTAND YOUR 
TRAINING PRINCIPLES

GREGG SLATER
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

Click the play button to watch an 
overview on protective tension

2.0  
LOWER

LATERAL HIP   6-7 
 
 
HIP EXTENSION  8-12 
 
 
KNEE: QUAD 13 
 
 
ADDUCTION 14-17 

 
 
ANKLE 18-21 

 
 
EXAMPLE COMPLEX       22-23 
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2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

https://vimeo.com/190987573/05931a51df
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
FOOT REACH  
MULTI DIRECTIONAL 

1. Take a single leg stance

2. Keeping the foot close to the floor and in a neutral position, reach in multiple directions 
“slide the cloth on the floor”

3. Great for hip, knee and ankle stability

4. The exercise can be performed in all directions

BAND PLACEMENT
The band can be placed in four different positions providing increasing difficulty:

1. Above knee

2. Below the knee (sheer force)

3. Ankle

4. Toes - external rotation

BANDED SIDE LYING CLAM
1. Place the band above or below the knee

2. Lie on your side with your target knee on top

3. Bend the knees to 45 degrees so the feet are under the hips with the knees bent

4. Drive the top foot into the floor to create a stable base and rest the head on the  
upper arm

5. Lift the top knee as high as possible without the hip rolling backwards

6. Hold at the top for 2 seconds before lowering

7. To keep tension on the band do not lower the knee until they touch

8. To pregress remove the band

LOWER 2.1 LATERAL HIP

https://vimeo.com/189840119/20e31a647d
https://vimeo.com/189839865/2bbbb0a76e
https://vimeo.com/189846055/c0c459b6e3
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
WALL SIDE LYING CLAM 
ISO

1. Lie on your side, feet against the wall, 3 points of contact with the feet (big toe, little toe 
and heel)

2. Place the bottom foot 3-4 inches off the floor  with the feet 6-8 inches apart, this will help 
bias external rotation

3. Maintain 70-90 degrees of hip and knee flexion

4. Start by exhaling maximally and slightly posteriorly tilting the pelvis

5. Externally rotate the top knee and hold for 10-15 seconds

6. This can be performed for reps or as an isometric

BANDED LATERAL TOE TAPS
1. Place a band above knee height

2. From a hip width stance step one foot forward, keeping a soft knee. The knee should be 
centred over the toes

3. Keeping the hips and shoulders square on “headlights” tap the rear foot out laterally

4. Once all repetitions are complete repeat on the opposite side

MONSTER BAND WALKS
1. Place the band slightly above the knees

2. Keep the knees hip width apart

3. Perform a quarter squat to get into the starting position with a roughly 30 degree forward 
lean in the torso

4. Keeping the feet and knees hip width apart, move forward with half steps “Heel to toe”

5. Ensure the hips, knees and ankles remain in alignment (no internal rotation)

6. To progress lower the placement of the bands

321

2.1 LATERAL HIP
CONTINUEDLOWER

https://vimeo.com/189841191/96480063eb
https://vimeo.com/189844224/63b1659abf
https://vimeo.com/189844953/bb31d2462f
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SUMO WALK 

1. Place the band around the ankles

2. Keep the knees hip width apart

3. Perform a quarter squat to get into the starting position with a roughly 30 degree forward 
lean in the torso

4. Keeping the feet and knees at least shoulder width apart step laterally whilst pushing off  
the back foot

5. Cue you clients hip stability “your pelvis is a bucket full of water, don’t spill a single drop”

6. Ensure the hips, knees and ankles  remain in alignment (no internal rotation)

BOX STEPS
1. This combines the monster and sumo walks

2. Place the band around the knee or ankle

3. Keep the knees hip width apart

4. Perform a quarter squat to get into the starting position with a roughly 30 degree forward 
lean in the torso

5. Keeping the feet and knees hip width apart, move forward with half steps

6. Ensure the hips, knees and ankles remain in alignment  (no internal rotation)

7. Once you have completed 5-10 steps move laterally into a monster walk

8. Repeat this until the a “box” has been covered

9. To progress lower the placement of the bands or increase the size of the box

X BAND WALKS
1. Take hold of a mini band and place the mini band under the feet

2. Cross it over (makes an X and hold with an overhand grip at chest height)

3. Take the feet to shoulder width to place tension on the band (keeping tension on the 
band is a must)

4. With soft knees and a flat back move side to side and back and forth

5. Watch for internal rotation of the femur as a compensation

LOWER 2.1 LATERAL HIP
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/189844953/bb31d2462f
https://vimeo.com/189840683/875e91e366
https://vimeo.com/189840934/a851480c6d
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
STANDING HIP ROTATION

1. Set up in a quarter squat stance with a band just above the knee

2. Keeping the left leg fixed, drop the right knee in (valgus)

3. Drive the right knee out “tension” to help provide a strong squatting position

4. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions before completing on the opposite leg

BANDED BAD GIRL
1. Sit on a box or bench with a 90:90 bend in the hip and knee

2. Place the feet roughly shoulder width apart with band around the knee

3. Open up the knees as hard and as wide as possible 

4. Perform for repetitions of as an isometric hold (or a combination of both)

5. Start off light and work through higher reps

6. This exercise can be used well in combination with the band abducted squat (box squat)

BAND ABDUCTED SQUAT
1. Double a mini band up and step into it (a twist in the band will shorten it and  

increase tension)

2. Place the band right above the knee.

3. Take your regular squat stance and perform 10 to 15 repetitions resisting knee valgus

4. Note the band is to help activate the glutes but we are not looking for knee varus

5. This drill can also be used as a tactile cue whilst wamring up the barbell back squat

2.1 LATERAL HIP
CONTINUEDLOWER
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https://vimeo.com/189842022/3a892732ef
https://vimeo.com/190250504/6a4b4e53d9
https://vimeo.com/189841800/1e7ca19566
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
HIP  MCGILL

1. From a single leg stance hip hinge to 45 degrees with a “soft knee”

2. Ensure the ribs are down and “stacked” over the hips

3. Bring the arms out to the side of the body  to form an “aeroplane”

4. Gripping the floor with the foot rotate the body away from the standing leg
“bowler position”

5. Keep the eyes fixed to aid balance

6. Under control work back to the start position and continue to rotate towards the standing
leg into a “skier position”

7. The knee should look to move in the opposite direction to the body

8. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions

9. To pregress add support via a squat rack or dowel

FIRE HYDRANT CIRCUIT
1. Set up in a quadruped position

2. Raise one knee by placing a pad or mat underneath it

3. Minimising movement at the lumbar spine “hot coffee on your back” draw ever bigger
circles with the bent knee

4. Work in one direction and repeat in the other direction once all repetitions have
been completed

5. Working on the same leg now abduct the leg in a bent knee position to work
horizontal abduction

FIRE HYDRANT CIRCUIT 2 
1. Set up in a quadruped position

2. Raise one knee by placing a pad or mat underneath it send placing the contralateral
hand on the shoulder

3. Minimising movement at the lumbar spine “hot coffee on your back” draw even bigger
circles with the bent knee but extend the leg as it moves posteriorly.

4. Work in one direction and repeat in the other direction once all repetitions have been
completed

5. Working on the same leg now abduct the leg to work horizontal abduction

LOWER 2.1 LATERAL HIP
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/189843295/2c795aaf0b
https://vimeo.com/189843693/b73f7df510
https://vimeo.com/189846274/3ba2094cb9
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
HALF KNEELING GLUTE FLEXIONS

1. Adopt a half kneeling split stance (place a foam wedge under the back knee if needed)

2. Brace the anterior core “ribs to hips” and let the  arms rest at the side of the body

3. As your client exhales fully contract the rear glute hard

4. Perform 5- 10 repetitions on both sides

5. If performing this exercise well then progress to a tall kneeling or standing

REVERSE MOUNTAIN CLIMBER
1. Set up with the elbows on a table or bench, holding your body in a reverse plank position

2. Straight line from the shoulders to your ankle “head to heel body of steel”

3. Squeeze your abdominals and glutes and press the elbows into the table

4. Slowly lift and bend one leg, flexing the hip and  knee to 90 degrees

5. Maintain the plank position in the grounded limb

6. Return to the start position and repeat for the opposite leg looking to minimise any 
transverse plane (rotation) or frontal plane (lateral shifting) motion

7. To pregress increase the height of the box

GLUTE BRIDGE
1. Lie down with the feet flat on the floor. The feet should be roughly shoulder width

2. Take a deep breath in, ensure the  lower back stays flat to the ground

3. Spread your feet, grip the floor with your big toe, little toe and heel

4. Drive the heels into the ground extending the hips. The ribs should remain pinned to the 
hips to ensure the extension comes from the hips not the lower back

5. Straight line between the knee, hip and shoulders

6. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

7. Clients can “self-screen” by placing the thumb on the xyphoid process and the pinkie on 
the umbilical. Do not allow the distance between the two to change

8. Some clients may get more of a contraction by performing this exercise with a posterior 
pelvic tilt and thus should be encouraged to peel one vertebrae off the floor at a time

Note* Table top variations can also be used for glute activation

LOWER 2.2 HIP EXTENSION

https://vimeo.com/189943733/7031282d3b
https://vimeo.com/189944068/db19a2f63b
https://vimeo.com/190250980/467fb8d2ba
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
BANDED GLUTE  BRIDGE

1. Lie down with the feet flat on the floor. The feet should be roughly shoulder width with 
a band placed around the knee. This requires the client to resist adduction and thus 
requires greater glute med recruitment

2. Take a deep breath in, ensure the  lower back stays flat to the ground

3. Spread your feet, grip the floor with your big toe, little toe and heel

4. Drive the heels into the ground extending the hips. The ribs should remain pinned to the 
hips to ensure the extension comes from the hips not the lower back

5. Straight line between the knee, hip and shoulders

6. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

7. Clients can “self-screen” by placing the thumb on the xyphoid process and the pinkie on 
the umbilical. Do not allow the distance between the two to change

8. Some clients may get more of a contraction by performing this exercise with a posterior 
pelvic tilt and thus should be encouraged to peel one vertebrae off the floor at a time

BANDED GLUTE BRIDGE WITH 
EXTERNAL ROTATION

1. Lie down with the feet flat on the floor. The feet should be narrow with a band placed 
around the knee. This requires the client to resist adduction and thus requires greater 
activation of the external rotators of the hip

2. Take a deep breath in, ensure the  lower back stays flat to the ground

3. Drive the heels into the ground extending the hips. The ribs should remain pinned to the 
hips to ensure the extension comes from the hips not the lower back

4. Straight line between the knee, hip and shoulders

5. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

6. Clients can “self-screen” by placing the thumb on the xyphoid process and the pinkie on 
the umbilical. Do not allow the distance between the two to change

2.2 HIP EXTENSION
CONTINUEDLOWER
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https://vimeo.com/189944392/d416213124
https://vimeo.com/190251806/211ed0abf0
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
MARCHING GLUTE BRIDGE

1. Lie down with the feet flat on the floor. The feet should be roughly shoulder width

2. Take a deep breath in, ensure the  lower back stays flat to the ground

3. Spread your feet, grip the floor with your big toe, little toe and heel

4. Drive the heels into the ground extending the hips. The ribs should remain pinned to the 
hips to ensure the extension comes from the hips not the lower back

5. Straight line between the knee, hip and shoulders

6. Keeping the hips extended take one foot off the floor and draw up towards the chest into 
a 90:90 position

7. After holding this single leg position for a second return the foot back to the floor and 
repeat on the opposite side

8. The faster the transitions the greater the stability demands. Cue your clients that their hips 
are a bucket full of water and they cannot spill a drop. This helps to minimise hip shifting 
and rotation

SINGLE LEG GLUTE BRIDGE WITH 
PASSIVE HIP FLEXION 
COOK HIP LIFT

1. Set up in a supine position with the feet flat on the floor

2. Draw the knee to the chest taking hold of the top of the tibia, try to avoid the knee itself

3. Passive hip flexion helps to prevent lumbar extension thus ensuring the glutes are 
responsible for extension and not the lumbar spine

4. Extend the hips up forming a straight line from the knee , hip and shoulder

5. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

SINGLE LEG GLUTE BRIDGE WITH 
ACTIVE HIP FLEXION

1. Set up in a supine position with the feet flat on the floor

2. Actively draw the knee to the chest, holding it in a position of deep hip flexion

3. Extend the hips up forming a straight line from the knee , hip and shoulder

4. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

5. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions

LOWER 2.2 HIP EXTENSION
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/189948277/469ef1017c
https://vimeo.com/189948824/114b07d3c4
https://vimeo.com/189949146/84f474bba8
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SINGLE LEG GLUTE BRIDGE WITH 
EXTENDED LEG

1. Set up in a supine position with one foot flat on the floor and the other leg extended

2. With the flat foot grip the floor big toe, little toe and heel. Inhale and ensure the back 
remains flat on the floor

3. Extend the hips up forming a straight line from the knee , hip and shoulder

4. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

5. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions

6. The extended leg takes mass away from the centre of gravity and as such makes hip 
extension much harder

FROG PUMP
1. Get into a glute bridge position

2. Flatten out the lumbar spine by pinning the ribs to the hips

3. Tuck the chin into the chest to help drive some posterior pelvic tilt

4. Dig  the elbows into ground and make two fists

5. Place the bottoms of the feet together and draw the heels as close to the bum as possible

6. Bridge into the air while maintaining position

7. Performing the exercise in this manner reduces the ability of the hamstrings and erectors 
to contribute and thus place a greater load on the glute complex

2.2 HIP EXTENSION
CONTINUEDLOWER
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https://vimeo.com/189949408/ad6179603f
https://vimeo.com/189952900/5d3333260a
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
HIP THRUST

1. Set up with the mid to upper back on a bench. The feet should be roughly shoulder width

2. Spread your feet, grip the floor with your big toe, little toe and heel

3. Drive the heels into the ground extending the hips. The ribs should remain pinned to the 
hips to ensure the extension comes from the hips not the lower back

4. Straight line between the knee, hip and shoulders

5. Straight line between the knee, hip and shoulders

6. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

7. Clients can “self-screen” by placing the thumb on the xyphoid process and the pinkie on 
the umbilical. Do not allow the distance between the two to change

8. Pay attention to client head position when performing the hip thrust

MARCHING HIP THRUST
1. Set up with the mid to upper back on a bench. The feet should be roughly shoulder width

2. Spread your feet, grip the floor with your big toe, little toe and heel

3. Drive the heels into the ground extending the hips. The ribs should remain pinned to the 
hips to ensure the extension comes from the hips not the lower back

4. Straight line between the knee, hip and shoulders

5. Straight line between the knee, hip and shoulders

6. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

7. Clients can “self-screen” by placing the thumb on the xyphoid process and the pinkie on 
the umbilical. Do not allow the distance between the two to change

8. Pay attention to client head position when performing the hip thrust

LOWER 2.2 HIP EXTENSION
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/189950206/256fd1679f
https://vimeo.com/189950622/10c237c213
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SINGLE LEG HIP THRUST

1. Set up with the mid to upper back on a bench. The feet should be roughly shoulder width

2. Actively draw the knee to the chest, holding it in a position of deep hip flexion

3. Grip the floor with “3 points of contact” extend the hips up by driving the heels into the 
ground, forming a straight line from the knee , hip and shoulder

4. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

5. Repeat for the desired number of repetitions and repeat on the opposite side

BANDED HIP THRUST
1. Set up with the mid to upper back on a bench. The feet should be roughly shoulder width 

with a band placed around the knee. This requires the client to resist adduction and thus 
requires greater glute med recruitment

2. Spread your feet, grip the floor with your big toe, little toe and heel

3. Drive the heels into the ground extending the hips. The ribs should remain pinned to the 
hips to ensure the extension comes from the hips not the lower back

4. Straight line between the knee, hip and shoulders

5. Hold for a 2-5 second count before lowering back down to the start

6. Clients can “self-screen” by placing the thumb on the xyphoid process and the pinkie on 
the umbilical. Do not allow the distance between the two to change

DONKEY KICK
1. Start in the quadruped position, arms locked out and spine in neutral

2. Extend one leg back , pull the “toes to the nose” and flex the knee to 90 degrees

3. Press the leg back  before squeezing the glute to extend the hip

4. This must be hip extension and not borrowed from the lumbar

5. Cue clients that they have a “coffee on their lower back” and it can’t spill

6. To progress extend the leg 

2.2 HIP EXTENSION
CONTINUEDLOWER
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https://vimeo.com/189951698/e9d0197942
https://vimeo.com/189951978/0d3127942f
https://vimeo.com/189953460/0a0c8d71ed
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
BIRD DOGS

1. Start in quadruped position

2. Extend out with the right arm (start with a scap retraction) and the left leg (contralateral)

3. The thumb should be up  and the “toes to nose”

4. Reach the arm and leg away from the body “reach long”

5. Ensure the hips are pinned down to the ribs and the glutes are contracted  
hard throughout

6. The “coffee cup” cue works well here

SUPER DOGS
1. Start in quadruped position

2. Extend one leg posteriorly and rest on the forearms

3. This position causes lumbar flexion, thus preventing the lumbar spine aiding the 
movement resulting in greater work for the glutes in their shortened range making it  
very challenging

4. Drive the heel to the sky before lowering under control

5. Do not let the hips ride up 

BANDED PULL THROUGH
1. Set up in a sumo-width stance and the band between the legs

2. Flexing at the hips and with a slight knee bend take hold of the band

3. Remaining braced and with the ribs pinned to the hips squeeze the glutes to extend  
the hips

4. Reverse the movement sending the hips back

5. The increased band tension works to challenge end range hip extension

BANDED GOOD MORNINGS
1. Set up in a sumo-width stance with a band under the feet and over the top of  

the shoulders

2. Depress the ribs, set the pelvis “ribs pinned to hips”

3. Send the hips back to “touch the wall” 

4. Once the client can feel the tension on the hamstrings squeeze the glutes explosively to 
extend the hips

LOWER 2.2 HIP EXTENSION
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/189953856/55da5840af
https://vimeo.com/189983645/7675e7eb09
https://vimeo.com/190252839/a626a07c02
https://vimeo.com/189983934/440ae3feed
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PLATE LOADED HIP HINGE

1. Set up in a shoulder width stance with a mini band around the knee

2. Take hold of a light weight plate and fix the weight at chest height

3. Keeping the hands in front of the chest hip hinge until the chest is parallel to the floor

4. Drive the hips through, squeezing the glutes back to the start position.

2.2 HIP EXTENSION
CONTINUEDLOWER
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https://vimeo.com/189984264/68c0563476
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
TERMINAL KNEE EXTENSION

1. Set up a band on a power rack at knee height

2. Face the rack placing the band around the back of the knee 

3. Start on the toes with a slight bend in the knee. 

4. Drive the heel into the ground, extending the knee and squeezing the quad

PEDERSON STEP UP
1. Stand with one foot flat on the floor and the other ball of the foot on a low step or block 

(heel elevated)

2. The heel of the lower leg should be in line with the ball of the raised foot

3. Dorsiflex the lower foot “toes to nose” placing the weight on the heel

4. Squeeze the raised heel into the floor, extending the knee

5. Lower down under control and repeat

6. To pregress provide support with a wall of squat rack

7. To progress raise the height of the box slightly or add a small amount of load

LOWER 2.3 KNEE: QUAD

https://vimeo.com/189984546/ad2ca8720b
https://vimeo.com/189984833/987748d231
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
HIP ADDUCTION 1

1. Lie on one side in a crook position (45 degree bend with feet together). Resting the head 
on the arms

2. Lumbar has to stay flat. The client should be able to get flat to a wall without rolling the 
hips backwards

3. Raise the upper knee as high as possible, keeping the hips stacked over each other

4. Squeeze the lower knee to the top “clamp”. This can be done as an isometric or  
for repetitions

HIP ADDUCTION 2
1. From pregression one straighten out the lower leg and bring  the top leg over with the 

sole of the foot flat on the floor

2. Keep the hips stacked over each other and do not “borrow” from the lumbar

3. Dorsiflex the foot of the bottom leg “toes towards the nose” then lift the leg

4. Keep the tension on the muscle throughout the set

HIP ADDUCTION 3
1. Start in a side lying position with the feet together and the head resting on the arm

2. Abduct the top leg and hold it in this position of abduction

3. Draw the bottom leg towards the top leg working for the desired number of repetitions

4. The  most common compensation will be people looking to borrow from the lumbar 
spine so keep and eye out

LOWER
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2.4 ADDUCATION

https://vimeo.com/190256596/a91a291011
https://vimeo.com/190253270/27878c37fd
https://vimeo.com/190253545/08038a9b49
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
POGO

1. Stand with the feet hip-width apart and the arms at the side of the body

2. Place the weight onto the balls of the feet and “pull the toes to the nose”

3. Using only your ankles (no knee movement) jump

4. Fully plantar flex the ankles on each rep

5. These can be done for maximum height or low and quickly for those not able to handle 
the joint forces

6. To load the lateral aspects of the ankles look at shifting laterally in the pogo

LOWER 2.5 ANKLE

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
GLUTE COMPLEX

1. Hire Hydrant (Forward and Backwards)

2. Bent Knee Abduction

3. Donkey Kick

4. Extended Abduction

5. Super Dogs

LOWER 2.6 EXAMPLE COMPLEX

https://vimeo.com/190256838/730ee6ccfd
https://vimeo.com/190257164/2e03614d7c
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ANY FOOL CAN KNOW. THE 
POINT IS TO UNDERSTAND. 

ALBERT EINSTEIN 
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Click the play button to watch a 
video on the difference between 
breathing and bracing

3.0  
CORE

BREATHING   6-7 
 
 
BRACING  8-12 
 
 
ANTI-EXTENSION 13 
 
 
ANTI-ROTATION 14-17 

 
 
ANTI-LATERAL FLEXION 18-21 

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

https://vimeo.com/190257816/08169335fd
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
CROCODILE BREATHING

1. Have the client lie prone on the floor with the head resing on the hands

2. Place a hand on the lower and upper back 

3. Instruct the client to take a deep breath in. Notice which hand rises first. Small weight 
plates can be used if performing the drill alone

4.  The floor and hands act as a tactile cue anteriorly and posteriorly respectively. We are 
looking to breath “360” to the front, back and sides

5. If the upper back rises first cue the client to push the belly into the floor and the lower 
back into your hand

6. Next place the hands on the lateral rib cage “breath into the seems of your shirt”

CROOK LYING DIAPHRAGMATIC 
BREATHING DRILL 
90:90

1. Lie supine with the hips and knees in a 90:90 position supported by a chair or bench. 
This helps to keep a neutral pelvis

2. Push the lower back in the floor

3. Using two fingers and the thumb grip the obliques and lower back. This acts as a 
tactile cue

4. Take a deep breath in through the nose, with the goal of increasing intra-abdominal 
pressure (IAP)  “Like water filling up the jug from the bottom” or “filling the balloon with 
air”. A plate or KB can acts as a tactile cue for the anterior whilst the ground for  
the posterior

5. We are looking for 360 breathing, not just the front

6. Take 5-10 breaths

7. To progress focus on breathing out forcefully, expelling all the air from the lungs

CORE 3.1 BREATHING

https://vimeo.com/190259081/f4eb03b130
https://vimeo.com/190281025/d0b9895360
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
DEADBUG REP INTRODUCTION 

1. Movement prep or cueing -  1 x 3-6 reps

2. Developmental 3 x 10

DEADBUG PREGRESSION 1
1. Lie in a supine position with the feet in the air in a 90:90 position. Place the hands over 

the abdomen

2. Exhale fully, drawing the ribs down and taking the back out of extension and flattening it 
to the floor “crush my finger”

3. Maintain this position working in both bracing and breathing. Getting your client to 
breath 360 “press into my fingers”

4. To progress place a band under the client a sternum height. The clients goal is to keep 
the band from being pulled from under them and as such they must keep the ribs down

5. We are looking to promote positioning and pressure (intra-abdominal) before  
working dynamically

DEADBUG PREGRESSION 2 
MARCHING DEADBUG

1. Lie in a supine position with the feet in the air in a 90:90 position and the arms extended 
out in front of the body 

2. Exhale fully, drawing the ribs down and taking the back out of extension and flattening it 
to the floor “crush my finger”

3. Maintaining this core position take a large inhalation through the nose, filling the belly 
with air in a 360 degree direction

4. Keeping the knee flexed slowly lower one leg only, touching the heel to the  
ground (marching)

5. Perform in a slow and controlled manner and ensure there is no change in back position

6. Once positioning and pressure are optimised we can start to stabilise with the 
introduction of some dynamic movment

321

CORE 3.2 BRACING

https://vimeo.com/190258099/b029d5fd5a
https://vimeo.com/190258564/3b7f1e0050
https://vimeo.com/190259738/1a1e9a70f6
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
DEADBUG PREGRESSION 3

1. Lie in a supine position with the feet in the air in a 90:90 position and the arms extended 
out in front of the body “reach” to promote serratus activation. “Hellium balloon on the 
head” pulling the client long to prevent the shoulders from rising

2. Exhale fully, drawing the ribs down and taking the back out of extension and flattening it 
to the floor “crush my finger”

3. Maintaining this core position take a large inhalation through the nose, filling the belly 
with air in a 360 degree direction

4. Slowly lower one leg , touching the heel to the ground, whilst taking the contralateral hand 
to the knee

5. Perform in a slow and controlled manner and ensure there is no change in back position

SWISS BALL DEADBUG
1. This pregression assists clients who may be struggling to get the timing of the deadbug

2. Hold the ball between the hands and knees. Only moving the correct arm and leg will 
allow the ball to remain in place

DEADBUG
1. Lie supine with the feet in the air in a 90:90 position and the arms extended out in front of 

the body “reach”

2. Exhale fully, drawing the ribs down and taking the back out of extension and flattening it 
to the floor

3. Maintaining this core position take a large inhalation through the nose, filling the belly 
with air in a 360 degree direction

4. Slowly lower the contralateral leg and arm as you exhale fully, ensuring the ribs do not 
come up as you extend the leg

5. Use the band as in previous pregressions to cue the ribs down

CORE 3.2 BRACING
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190274070/f21fde5e42
https://vimeo.com/190274466/7153154461
https://vimeo.com/190274909/bce6770d84
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
WALL BUG 1

1. Lie supine with the  head 6-8 inches  away from a wall 

2. Draw the knees up into a 90:90 position

3. Flatten out the lower back and prevent APT throughout

4. Gently press into the wall to engage the scapular stabilisers. The arms should not be 
 fully extended

5. Once comfortable progress by lowering a leg on each exhalation (marching)

6. This exercise helps to promote bracing and core activation with scapula stabilsation

WALL BUG 2
1. Lie supine on a foam roller with the  head 6-8 inches  away from a wall 

2. Draw the knees up into a 90:90 position

3. Flatten out the lower back and prevent APT throughout

4. Gently press into the wall to engage the scapular stabilisers. The arms should not be  
fully extended

5. To progress bring the hands in closer to increase the stability demands

ANTI-EXTENSION DEADBUG
1. Set up a band around a squat rack or fixed implement

2. The band tension should be enough to challenge anti-extension

3. Press the band away from the body giving a full exhale as they press

4. Perform with a flexed or extended knee

321

CORE 3.2 BRACING
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190275244/f8484bad54
https://vimeo.com/190275523/8ffe962e04
https://vimeo.com/190276820/22ffda60c7
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
BANDED DEADBUG

1. Lie supine with the feet in the air in a 90:90 position and the arms extended out in front of 
the body “reach”

2. The band should be placed around the thigh to promote hip extension that must  
be resisted

3. Exhale fully, drawing the ribs down and taking the back out of extension and flattening it 
to the floor

4. Maintaining this core position take a large inhalation through the nose, filling the belly 
with air in a 360 degree direction

5. Ensure the ribs to not come up as you extend the leg

WEIGHTED DEADBUG
1. Lie supine  with the feet in the air in a 90:90 position and the arms extended out in front 

of the body 

2. Exhale fully, drawing the ribs down and taking the back out of extension and flattening it 
to the floor

3. Maintaining this core position take a large inhalation through the nose, filling the belly 
with air in a 360 degree direction

4. Slowly lower the contralateral leg and arm as you exhale fully, ensuring the ribs do not 
come up as you extend the leg

Y RAISE DEADBUG
1. This advanced deadbug variation challenges scapular and spinal stability

2. Set up by clamping a band under each thumb and around the feet

3. As you perform the deadbug raise both hands into a “y” position

4. Focus on ensuring the ribs do not flare up and prevent APT

CORE 3.2 BRACING
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190718518/e30240d8e1
https://vimeo.com/191122610/142ed8c08a
https://vimeo.com/190284296/89e25c4230
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TELL ME AND I FORGET. 
TEACH ME AND I REMEMBER. 

INVOLVE ME AND I LEARN. 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
STRAIGHT ARM PLANK 1

1. Place the hands under the shoulders and toes on the floor

2. Squeeze the “gutt, butt and thighs “head to heel body of steel”

3. Ensure the ribs remain locked to the hips throughout and the head in neutral

4. To pregress place the client on an incline by raising the hands

STRAIGHT ARM PLANK 2
1. Set up as per straight arm  plank 1

2. Squeeze the  “gut, butt and thighs” ensuring the client creates full body tension

3. Full body tension created throughout

4. With as little movement as possible lift alternative arms “don’t let the tennis ball roll off 
your lower back”

5. To progress increase speed of taps to make it more challenging but ensure hips remain 
square to the floor

PLANK
1. Set up in a prone position with the forearms and toes taking the weight

2. Protract the shoulders and create full body tension creating a straight line from ankle to 
head. Test glute “tightness” by trying to gently pull your clients heels out. A band can be 
used for tactile feedback

3. Pin the ribs to the hips to prevent the hips from sagging

4.  To progress clients may try object moving, plank marching and two or three  
contact planks

PLANK SWITCH PLATE
1. Set up in a prone position with the forearms and toes taking the weight

2. Protract the shoulders and create full body tension creating a straight line from ankle to 
head

3. Removing a hand from the floor increases the stability demands as the client looks to 
move the plates whilst minimising core movement

CORE 3.3 ANTI-EXTENSION

https://vimeo.com/190284802/57f5d73710
https://vimeo.com/190285556/d12c76b60a
https://vimeo.com/190289149/56e75a9e1a
https://vimeo.com/190288930/4abd4e9e95
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
RKC PLANK

1. Set up as per a regular plank with the elbows at a 45 degree angle whilst interlacing  
the fingers

2. Protract the shoulder blades, squeeze the glutes to posteriorly tilt the pelvis and pull the 
feet and elbows together with maximal force. Head stays in neutral 

3. We are trying to create maximal full body tension for up to 10 seconds

4. The feet can be taken further apart to increase stability if needed

LONG LEVER PLANK 
WITH PPT

1. Set up with the elbows under the nose, 6 inches part. This increases the lever arm

2. Protract the shoulder blades, squeeze the glutes to posteriorly tilt the pelvis . Head stays 
in neutral 

3. The feet can be taken further apart to increase stability if needed

BODY SAW 1
1. Set up in a prone position with the forearms and toes taking the weight. Double chin 

head posture “the ground smells”

2. Protract the shoulders and create full body tension creating a straight line from ankle 
 to head

3. Pin the ribs to the hips to prevent the hips from sagging

4. Slide the feet forwards and backwards to increase the anti-extension demand

5. If it is felt in the back the ROM is too great

6. This exercise links the core with the shoulder girdle
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CORE 3.3 ANTI-EXTENSION
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190289381/d265c8dfa7
https://vimeo.com/190555065/f6a1766eeb
https://vimeo.com/190555374/e85749ba3c
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
BODY SAW 2

1. Set up in a prone position with the forearms on a swiss ball. Double chin head posture 
“the ground smells”

2. Protract the shoulders and create full body tension creating a straight line from ankle  
to head

3. Pin the ribs to the hips to prevent the hips from sagging

4. Press the ball away and draw it back in

5. If it is felt in the back the ROM is too great

6. This exercise links the core with the shoulder girdle

STANDING SWISS BALL ROLL OUT
1. Set up with a swiss ball against a wall at shoulder height

2. Press the forearms (or hands if progressing) into the ball

3. Pinning the ribs down and squeezing the glutes roll the forearms up the ball until the  
client reaches full shoulder flexion

4. As the client reaches full shoulder flexion they should be on the balls of their feet

5. As the momentum arm increases ensure the lower back does not go into extension

KNEELING SWISS BALL ROLL OUT
1. Start in a tall kneeling position with the glutes and abs tight. Place the hands on the  

swiss ball.

2. Exhale while rolling forward, moving from hands to elbows. Stay in the tall kneeling 
position, tight from the head to the knees

3. Ensure the glutes are contracted throughout to extend the hips whilst preventing lumbar 
extension

AB WHEEL ROLL OUT
1. Set up with the knees roughly hip width apart and the hands on either side of the ab 

wheel

2. Keeping the ribs pinned to the hips squeeze the glutes as you roll out, exhaling as you go

3. Avoid lumbar extension throughout and focus on extension and flexion of the hips and 
not the arms

4. To pregress a band or wall may be used

CORE 3.3 ANTI-EXTENSION
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190555709/f00bfc9717
https://vimeo.com/190556492/68110734f4
https://vimeo.com/190556084/4c41bd517d
https://vimeo.com/190874417/eeaac8dd51
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
KNEES ELEVATED AB WHEEL ROLL OUT

1. Set up with the knees roughly hip width apart and the hands on either side of the  
ab wheel

2. Keeping the ribs pinned to the hips squeeze the glutes as you roll out, exhaling as you go

3. Avoid lumbar extension throughout and focus on extension and flexion of the hips and not 
the arms

WEIGHTED AB WHEEL ROLL OUT
1. Set up with the knees roughly hip width apart and the hands on either side of the 

ab wheel

2. Keeping the ribs pinned to the hips squeeze the glutes as you roll out, exhaling as you go

3. Avoid lumbar extension throughout and focus on extension and flexion of the hips and 
not the arms

STIR THE POT
1. Set up in a plank position on a stability ball. Feet wider than shoulder width and the 

forearms on the ball

2. Raise up off the knees, pushing the forearms into the ball to drive scapula protraction 
“reach”

3. Creating full body tension “head to heel body of steel” draw ovals with the swiss ball

4. There should be little to no movement in the lumbar spine and pelvis “headlights point to 
the ground”

ARCHES
1. This is the same set up as stir the pot, however the bottom portion of the circle  

is removed

2. Moving through an arch allows the client to get equal reps going both ways and removes 
the easier portion of the movement

321

CORE 3.3 ANTI-EXTENSION
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190874964/f12a65fb75
https://vimeo.com/191125781/8a43c23cae
https://vimeo.com/190556862/25751d8e8d
https://vimeo.com/190557201/61fd6bbdb2
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
VERTICLE PALLOF PRESS

1. Set up facing away from a cable or squat rack

2. Take hold of the rope or cable with the thumbs pointing posteriorly

3. Keeping the ribs pinned down and the hips extended, press the cable overhead

4. This exercise can be performed in the half kneeling, tall kneeling or lunge position

5. A controlled tempo is key

TRX / RING FALLOUT
1. Take hold of each handle in a overhand grip standing below the TRX

2. Pin the ribs to the hips and press the hands away and leaning forward to incline the body

3. As the client presses the TRX the moment arm will increase, challenging anti-extension

4. Pull back in before repeating for the desired number of reps

5. To progress lower the straps, creating a more horizontal torso when extended

CORE 3.3 ANTI-EXTENSION
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190718860/6f88fb57af
https://vimeo.com/191481772/32eb27330c
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CORE 3.4 ANTI-ROTATION
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PALLOF PRESS

1. Popularised by John Pallof

2. Take a shoulder width stance, ribs down, chest up. Setting up at a 90 degree angle to  
the band

3. Start by holding the band at chest height and pressing it away whilst giving a full exhale

4. Pause for 1-2 seconds before moving back to the start position

5. The shoulder and hips should remain fixed at all times “headlights forward”

6. To progress narrow the stance or increase the band tension

7. This exercise can be performed from the half kneeling (inside knee down), tall kneeling, 
standing and split stance position

8.  A controlled tempo is key

PALLOF PRESS ISO-HOLD
1. Popularised by John Pallof

2. Take a shoulder width stance, ribs down, chest up. Setting up at a 90 degree angle to 
 the band

3. Start by holding the band at chest height and pressing it away whilst giving a full exhale

4. Pause for 5-10 seconds

5. The shoulder and hips should remain fixed at all times “headlights forward”

6. To progress narrow the stance or increase the band tension

7. This exercise can be performed from the half kneeling (inside knee down), tall kneeling, 
standing and split stance position

PALLOF PRESS ISO WALK
1. Take a shoulder width stance, ribs down, chest up. Setting up at a 90 degree angle to the 

band

2. Start by holding the band at chest height and pressing it away whilst giving a full exhale

3. Holding the isometric step laterally away from stack before shuffling back in

4. The shoulder and hips should remain fixed at all times “headlights forward”

5. To progress narrow the stance or increase the band tension

321

https://vimeo.com/190559942/3b73286878
https://vimeo.com/190561251/56723b8300
https://vimeo.com/190560626/327fb14333
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
PALLOF PRESS ALTERNATING  
REVERSE STEP

1. Take a shoulder width stance, ribs down, chest up. Setting up at a 90 degree angle to 
 the band

2. Start by holding the band at chest height and pressing it away whilst giving a full exhale

3. Holding the isometric step backwards, alternating legs. We must now provide stability 
with a dynamic lower body

4. The shoulder and hips should remain fixed at all times “headlights forward”

5. To progress narrow the stance or increase the band tension

PALLOF DEADBUG
1. Lie perpendicular to the cable or rope with the feet in a 90:90 position and the back flat

2. Take hold of the  band at chest height and press away from the body, resisting rotation

3. This can be done for reps or as an isometric

4. A controlled tempo is key

TRX PALLOF PRESS
1. Set up perpendicular to the TRX, taking hold of the handles at chest height

2. Lean away from the squat rack ensuring the body remains stacked “head to heel body  
of steel”

3. Exhaling as they press the TRX handles away, ensuring the shoulders remain over the 
hips and both point straight ahead “headlights”

4. Hold as an isometric or repeat for reps

5. Repeat on the opposite side

6. To progress lengthen the TRX straps to allow a more horizontal body position

CORE 3.4 ANTI-ROTATION 
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190560905/95c5aaff12
https://vimeo.com/190561619/4c6ec97b56
https://vimeo.com/191468154/68dd7bcaed
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CORE
EXERCISE COACHING POINT
CABLE CHOP

1. Stand perpendicular to the cable or rope with your feet at about shoulder width, your hips 
back and your chest tall

2. Grab a cable/band at chest height with a double overhand grip and rotate your arms 
across your body before returning to the start

3. Make sure to prevent any motion in your hips and lower back “headlight forward”

4. To progress increase the weight or reduce the base of support

5. This exercise can also be performed in a half or tall kneeling position

321

3.4 ANTI-ROTATION 
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190719095/512df71fcd
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SIDE PLANK 1

1. Start in a crook lying position resting on the forearms, elbow under the shoulder. Do not 
allow the pelvis to rotate and remain active in the shoulder “drive the ground away”

2. Raise the hips ups and forward - not starting in straight line helps not antagonise any side 
lying herniation’s people may have. The knees remain on the floor. At hip extension the 
shoulder, hip and knee should be in a straight line

3. The head remains in neutral and we prevent any rotation or lateral shifting of the pelvis 
with the thoracic spine extended

4. If the shoulder is a problem take the non supporting arm and place it on the shoulder and 
“cap off” the shoulder

SIDE PLANK 2
1. Start in a crook lying position resting on the forearms, elbow under the shoulder. Do not 

allow the pelvis to rotate and remain active in the shoulder “drive the ground away”

2. Raise the hips ups and forward creating a straight line from head through to ankle

3. The head remains in neutral, ensure the pelvis does not rotate

4. To pregress clients may perform the exercise on an incline, against a wall or simply by 
unstacking the feet

SIDE PLANK 3
1. Start in a crook lying position resting on the forearms, elbow under the shoulder. Do not 

allow the pelvis to rotate and remain active in the shoulder “drive the ground away”

2. Raise the hips ups and forward creating a straight line from head through to ankle

3. Abduct the top leg to reduce the base of support

4. To progress add a dynamic stability component by pulsing the top leg

CORE 3.5 ANTI-LATERAL FLEXION

https://vimeo.com/190611969/a2b88b32ea
https://vimeo.com/190614780/4921b24728
https://vimeo.com/190615082/4cf401730e
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

3.5 ANTI-LATERAL FLEXION
CONTINUEDCORE

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
SIDE PLANK 4

1. Start in a crook lying position resting on the forearms, elbow under the shoulder. Do not 
allow the pelvis to rotate and remain active in the shoulder “drive the ground away”

2. Raise the hips ups and forward creating a straight line from head through to ankle

3. From this position the client can perform row or external rotation variations to provide a 
dynamic stability challenge

ROLLING PLANK
1. Start in a crook lying position resting on the forearms, the feet should be unstacked. Do 

not allow the pelvis to rotate and remain active in the shoulder “drive the ground away”.

2. Raise the hips ups and forward - not starting in straight line helps not antagonise any 
side lying herniation’s people may have

3. ”Drive the hips through” and “bum to heels”. This is a hip extension movement (sagittal) 
not a lateral flexion (frontal plane) movement

4. The head remains in neutral

5. Slowly transition into a front plank before returning back to the side plank

6. Tempo is key. Ensure the hips and shoulders move at the same time, this is  
really important

BAND RESISTED PLANK WALKOUT 
LATERAL

1. Set up in a straight arm plank position adjacent to the rack

2. With the band around the waste gradually move out laterally increasing band tension

3. Keep the hips and shoulders level, facing the floor at all times

4. This can be done as an isometric or done dynamically for reps

5. If no point of contact is available the trainer can simply hold the band and apply tension
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https://vimeo.com/190617305/769dc105d9
https://vimeo.com/190619301/a81bc7dd69
https://vimeo.com/190723229/f1fc64f9ff
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
LATERAL PALLOF PRESS

1. Set up in a half kneeling position perpendicular to a high cable or rope

2. Pin the ribs to the hips, brace the core and squeeze the rear glute

3. Take hold of the cable / band with both hands at chest height

4. Press the cable overhead, resisting the pull of the cable as you press

5. The client should remain vertically stacked throughout resisting frontal plane shifting

6. To progress move to a standing variation

7. A controlled tempo is key

CHAOS PLANK
1. The client sets up in a plank position with a resistance band around the hips

2. The trainer moves into various positions, pulling with various tension on the resistance 
band,  to which the client must stabilize dynamically 

SUITCASE ISO HOLD
1. Set up adjacent to a bench (supporting the weight)

2. To progress increase the load or the time of the hold

3. Remain active in the shoulder “hover the weight”, brace and keep the shoulders and hips 
level, resisting lateral flexion

4. Progress load time of hold

FARMERS WALK
1. Hold the KB at waist height (farmers)

2. Keep the ribs over the hips at all times

3. Shoulders should remain parallel to the floor “don’t spill the water” and remain active 
throughout “hover the KB”

CORE 3.5 ANTI-LATERAL FLEXION
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190611438/e0e223cc1b
https://vimeo.com/190876766/7fa7a7b571
https://vimeo.com/190877290/da87076c31
https://vimeo.com/190877632/72e312f66b
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ACTIVATION ESSENTIALS

3.5 ANTI-LATERAL FLEXION
CONTINUEDCORE

EXERCISE COACHING POINT
RACK WALK 

1. Set up with the KB in the rack position, wrist in neutral

2. Keep the hips stacked under the shoulders and keep a “long spine”

3. The ribs should remain down as you walk in a controlled manner

WAITERS WALK
1. From the rack position press the weight overhead

2. Remain active in the shoulder , with the shoulders stacked over the hips

3. Long spine as the client walks, trying to minimise lateral flexion 

OFFSET CARRY
1. Depending on the variation the asymetrical load will try to “deform” the clients tall 

posture. They must resist, keeping the hips and shoulders stacked and the “headlights” 
point forwards

GOBLET CARRY
1. Take hold of the KB in a goblet position

2. Keeping the spine long and minimising frontal plane shifting walk for the  
desired distance

3. The goal is to keep the shoulders stacked over the hips

4. To progress the client can attempt a heartbeat carry variation
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https://vimeo.com/190878061/e35f1d1f4b
https://vimeo.com/190878320/62763c3f82
https://vimeo.com/190879570/7982641e0d
https://vimeo.com/190878793/81626985ad
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EXERCISE COACHING POINT
HEARTBEAT CARRY

1. Take hold of the KB in a goblet position

2. Keeping the spine long and minimising frontal plane shifting walk for the desired distance

3. As you walk, and keeping the KB at chest heigh, press the bell away 

4. The goal is to keep the shoulders stacked over the hips

CORE 3.5 ANTI-LATERAL FLEXION
CONTINUED

https://vimeo.com/190879071/fbdf10c667


WE DO NOT RISE TO 
THE LEVEL OF OUR 

EXPECTATIONS. WE FALL TO 
THE LEVEL OF OUR TRAINING.




